
15-441: Computer Networks

Homework 3

Assigned: Oct 27, 2011
Due: Nov 3, 2011 1:30 PM in class

Lead TA: Charles Guo <rang@andrew.cmu.edu>

1 Layering/Tunneling

[Sec 3.2.9] The figure below shows how two private, physically disconnected IP networks are connected by
an IP tunnel. Neither network advertises routes so they are not reachable from the general Internet. For
each router interface, we show the IP address plus the datalink layer address (e.g., an IEEE 48-bit address
for Ethernet or station identifier for Framerelay).
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A packet sent from H1 to R1 has the following contents:

... Data ...
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1. Fill the table below with the header types and source/destination addresses for each layer 2 and layer 3
header in packet 1 marked on the figure. If a header has no source and/or destination address, please
briefly explain what other information in the header is used to forward the packet. The packet is in
transit from H2 to H1.

Hdr Src Dest

...data...

2. Same question for packet 2, which is in transit from H1 to H2.

Hdr Src Dest

...data...
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2 Understanding tag switching

3. [Sec 3.1.2] Using the switched network in the figure below, give the virtual circuits tables for all the switches
after each of the following connections is established. Assume that the sequence of connections is cumulative,
that is, the first connection is still up when the second connection is established, and so on. Also, assume
that the virtual circuit identifier (VCI) assigned at the time the circuit is created is always the lowest unused
VCI on each link, starting with 0.
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(a) Host D connects to host H
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(b) Host B connects to host G
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(c) Host F connects to host A

Switch Input Port Input VCI Output Port Output VCI

3 TCP

4. [Sec 5.2.6] The following questions explore TCP.

(a) In what situation can an ACK not be used to estimate RTT?

(b) What option addresses this problem of RTT estimation?

(c) How many duplicate acks should one recieve before starting to retransmit? Why would you not
want to use many fewer? Why would you not want to use many more?

(d) In TCP Reno (plain, vanilla, boring TCP), when fast retransmit kicks in after the duplicate ACKs,
how many packets get retransmitted? Explain (1 sentence) why this number is used.
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4 Phase Plots

[Sec 6.3.1] Harry Bovik is building a new type of router. The router uses three explicit feedback messages
- DECREASE, STAY and INCREASE - to communicate with sources in the network. It uses these
messages in the following ways:

• If the network is underutilized, the router sends an INCREASE message to all sources.

• If the network is overutilized, the router sends a DECREASE to the sources with the high-est
allocation and STAY messages to all other sources.

• If the network is perfectly utilized, the router sends a DECREASE to sources with thehighest
allocations.

We will assume that the number of streams using the router is always fixed, feedback messages are never
lost, and the round-trip times for all connections are the same.

Despite having learned from the Chiu and Jain paper that additive-increase/multiplicative decrease
(AIMD) is the “only good scheme”, Harry decides that sources in this network should use additive
increase/additive decrease (AIAD). In this scheme, each source will increase its sending rate additively
by a small amount in response to a INCREASE message, decrease addi- tively by a small amount on a
DECREASE message, and not adjust its sending rate on a STAY message. Harry claims that the system
should still converge to fairness and efficiency.

5. Harry decides to use phase-plots to check his intuition for the two-user case. The figure belows shows
a simple phase plot. In the graph, the state of the system is represented by a point (x1, x2), where x1
is stream 1’s current rate and x2 is stream 2’s current rate. The total capacity of the link is C bits/s.
On the figure, for each of the labelled regions, I, II, III, and IV, draw vectors indicating the direction in
which the system will move after feedback from the router.
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6. In each of the following regions, does the response to the router messages increase, reduce or keep fairness
the same?

Region I:

Region II:

Region III:

Region IV:

On the 45-degree line through the origin:

7. Does Harry’s scheme converge to a fair allocation? Explain your answer.

5 Wireshark

Wireshark is a free and open-source network protocol analyzer. It allows you to capture and browse
traffic running on a computer network.
For more information, check out the wikipedia page at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireshark. For
this question, we are going to give you a brief introduction on this tool.

First, download Wireshark at http://www.wireshark.org/download.html.
Next, to save you time from reading the documentation (and to save us time from trying to explain it to
you), just watch the wireshark tutorial at http://wiresharkdownloads.riverbed.com/video/wireshark/introduction-
to-wireshark/

Run a live capture on any interface for about 1 minute before stopping. Try accessing a few websites
through your browser during the live capture.

8. (a) Name 4 different types of packets that you received.

(b) What is the most common type of packet that is received?

(c) There are some “Bad TCP” packets. What are the causes of this?
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